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Introduction

With roughly 800 million internet users, the speed and
manner at which China transformed into a digital economy
may suggest that it has already stolen a technological march
on the West, at least in some respects.1 This has generated a
reaction from the U.S., as the current Trump administration
has looked to stifle China’s global 5G mobile ambitions in the
midst of what is now a full-fledged trade war.
In this paper we look at how China can tackle the
monumental challenge of shifting its economic engine to
domestic consumption via digital innovation.
China’s annual GDP per capita may still significantly trail
the U.S., but Chinese consumers have shown themselves to
be both early adopters of new technologies and voracious
consumers of social media as well as e-commerce services.
In e-commerce, China accounted
for less than 1% of global online transaction value a decade
ago; that share is now 42%. The sheer volume of China’s
e-commerce transactions has grown larger than that of
the U.S., Great Britain, France, Germany and Japan
combined.2

Exhibit 1: China internet users and penetration
rate
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Once notorious as the champion of low-value exports, China
has emerged as a digital technology powerhouse, now
competing head on with the U.S. in the search to develop
innovative technology for the future. Chinese President
Xi Jinping has made enhancing China’s technological
capabilities a key priority, not only to wean China from its
dependence on foreign technology but also to transform it
into a global hi-tech leader. While it is unlikely that China will
catch up to its Western counterparts in hardware technology
in the foreseeable future, particularly in semiconductor and
integrated circuit design, the world’s second largest economy
has flourished in other critical frontiers by leveraging its
most valuable asset – a population of 1.4 bn. Consider
artificial intelligence (A.I), a technology where the U.S. has
led the world. In recent years, Beijing and the private sector
have joined forces to push for widespread application of
A.I., yielding massive volumes of data, creating a critical
component in advancing these technologies. As China’s
efforts intensify and expand to include the country’s entire
population across various applications, these databases will
become even bigger and more valuable - China is sitting on
a data goldmine.

Source: CNNIC Statistical survey on Internet development in China. Data as
at June 30, 2019.

In addition, the country’s total mobile payment transactions
volume for 2018 reached US$41.3 trillion.3,4
In 2017, third-party platforms handled US$15.4 trillion worth of
mobile payments, roughly 40 times the amount processed in
the U.S.5 Home to more than one-third of the world’s unicorns
(defined as unlisted private companies with a valuation in
excess of US$1 bn), China also has one of the most active
digital-investment and start-up ecosystems in the world.6

China is unique
Just as Western economies were transformed by the
personal computer revolution at the end of the last century,
the Chinese have embraced the ‘Mobile Ecosystem’, the
notion that all innovation is oriented around the mobile
device and the ubiquitous connectivity that enables
communication among smartphones in an open ecosystem.
It’s startling to reflect on how fast this evolution has taken
place in China, as new social conventions and technologies
can rise into the mainstream seemingly overnight. Unlike
parts of Europe and the U.S., physical infrastructure is
new and reliable across most of China. Today, ninety-eight
percent of the country’s internet users access the internet
from their phones, fostering a culture whereby engineers
develop products and applications almost exclusively for
mobile.7 To put it in perspective, one in four Chinese internet
users are “mobile native,” meaning they only access the
internet by phone; this compares with 11% in the U.S.8

Mobile Internet empowers both urban and rural
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Exhibit 2: Chinese mobile internet users versus U.S.
Internet
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population
Chinese internet companies have not only changed the
paradigm of how businesses are built but in the process
empowered a massive rural population of over 200 million.
The positive impact can be felt across the education,
entertainment, healthcare and other public sectors.
China’s tech trinity - Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent collectively
known as “BAT”, began as clones of U.S. companies like
Google and eBay. To Western consumers, these companies
may not be so well known. But these internet titans have
evolved their businesses to become an indispensable part
of the lives of China’s 700 million smartphone users. With
more than one billion active users around the globe,
Tencent’s messaging app WeChat is a combination of
Whatsapp, Facebook, Instagram, Paypal, Tinder and more.
Within Wechat’s mini-programs user interface, one can pay
their electricity bills, purchase flight tickets and consult with
a doctor, without leaving the mobile app. The service is akin
to a digital operating system for the entire economy.

Exhibit 3: Rural area benefits from mobile
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Undeniably, some of the success enjoyed by Chinese
technology companies has resulted from the country’s
protectionist policies. Part of BAT’s success is built on,
paradoxically, having to play catch up with their counterparts
in the U.S. in the early days. In the years since, these internet
giants customized and innovated to identify consumer
needs, often even before the consumers are aware of such
a need. Though consumption behaviour varies significantly
across the country’s vast geography, the commonality is
that Chinese consumers are young and venturesome. At an
average age of 28, China Internet users are 14 years younger
than the U.S. average.9 Given the sheer size of the world’s
second largest economy, internet firms can rapidly gain scale
and commercialization by leveraging the consumers’ unusual
eagerness to embrace technology, without having to expand
abroad.

Exhibit 4: Urban-rural mix of Chinese internet
users
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For instance, China’s dominant taxi-hailing app Didi
Chuxing has reached a 50% penetration rate in three years
whereas Uber has still yet to hit 50% in its home market.10

Exhibit 5: Top mobile apps and China’s emphasis on R&D
China mobile internet daily hours by App, 11/14 - 4/17
China Mobile Internet Daily Hours By App, 11/14 – 4/17
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Mobile payment as a backbone of China’s growth
engine
In the finance sector, China is home to the world’s largest
mobile payment market as the country leapfrogged over
credit card usage. China’s swift transition into a truly
cashless society has been astoundingly successful, driven
by the explosive popularity of online shopping, internet
finance and third-party QR code scanning apps, which have
been ingeniously appropriated by Alibaba’s Alipay and

Source: National Science Board 2018 Science & Engineering Indicators. Data
as at June 30, 2016.

Tencent’s WeChat Pay. Today, China is where the homeless
carry QR codes to receive donations, and an attempt to
pay for a Starbucks coffee in cash will attract looks of
confusion. China’s mobile payment transaction volume
hit US$41 trillion in 2018 with the duopoly of Alipay and
WeChat pay taking 92% of the market.11 At the current rate,
China will generate half a trillion dollars in net new annual
payments revenue by 2022, as much as all non-Asia-Pacific
countries combined.12
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Exhibit 6: The rise of mobile payments in China

Exhibit 7: Global mobile payment penetration rate
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31, 2018.

China internet companies are ferociously
competitive
As technology burgeons, competition within the internet
sector has grown fierce in recent years. In many tier-1 cities,
a new innovation hub seems to launch each week, many of
which are funded by the ‘BAT’ or one of China’s 70 unicorns.
At the top of the pyramid, Tencent and Alibaba are in a
league of their own, propelled by the network effect of their
multifaceted digital ecosystems. Until recently, the two
played in their own sandbox. Now the sand has started to
spill over. To chase growth, Tencent and Alibaba compete
aggressively in almost every aspect of consumers’ lives.
Whether it’s through self-incubation or acquisition, the
two are going head to head in social media, ecommerce,
online gaming, A.I., e-payment, sharing economy, fintech,
autonomous driving, education and blockchain. If
prolonged, we expect the rivalry to have negative impact
on the high level of profitability that investors have
become accustomed to in the past.

Source: Statista. Data as at April 30, 2018.

Exhibit 8: BAT vs. FANG - Market Cap (US$ mn)
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Exhibit 9: BAT vs. FANG - Return on equity
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Exhibit 10: The world’s most visited websites
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Source: Tencent Research Institute. Data as at June 30, 2018.

The battle of the two internet behemoths extends to the
backing of start-up companies. Alibaba and Tencent have
backed or control at least 19 of the 71 Chinese unicorns
today, taking on a far more prominent role than the likes
of Amazon, Facebook and Google. Still, huge potential
remains untapped as China’s internet penetration stands
at only 59% compared with over 87% in the U.S.13,14
But continued success is by no means guaranteed for the
incumbents if they don’t innovate and invest quickly. A new
ecosystem of inventive young firms has emerged from China,
led by a trio coined as the ‘TMD’. These three companies
include AI-empowered news aggregator Toutiao, fooddelivery giant Meituan-Dianping, and ride-hailing service
Didi Chuxing. Bytedance, the creator of the news aggregator
Jinri Toutiao, the video-sharing service TikTok and a fleet of
other entertainment apps, is valued approximately US$75 bn.
While most have failed in becoming a real threat to Alibaba
and Tencent, Bytedance has ascended to become one of the
world’s most valuable private tech companies.

Elsewhere, there is an entire set of tech participants
targeting the massive social media, e-commerce and
entertainment markets in China.

Exhibit 12: Headline numbers - Bytedance’s
funding round could make it one of the world’s
biggest unicorns
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Source: CB Insights, WSJ, Bloomberg. Data as at December 31, 2018.

Exhibit 13: China’s user time spent by market share (ex-Social network)
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In particular, the emergence of short video-sharing
platforms Douyin and Kuaishou – known outside China as
TikTok and Kwai, respectively, has been closing the gap
to Youtube, to rank amongst the world’s highest-grossing
photo and video apps in the latest Sensor Tower rankings.
While short-form video apps have been around since the
early 2010’s, their popularity erupted in the past few years
on the heels of the growing postmillennial demographic
group otherwise known as Generation Z. Short videos
now consume roughly 10% of Chinese people’s time
online, almost doubling from 2017 levels.15 Tencent-backed
Kuaishou Technology rose to fame for its clips of stunts and
pranks by users in rural China and boasts an active user
base of 361 million. While it remains to be seen whether the
success of Kuaishou and Tiktok can be sustained, Kuaishou
and Tiktok are already seeing success in seizing the
attention of more eyeballs as they expand overseas amid
fierce competition at home in China. In response, Google
is reportedly developing a Toutiao-like news app for China
while Facebook is hatching a TikTok clone.

Catching up on investments in R&D and intellectual
property
The battle for software and intellectual property
supremacy between China and their western counterparts
is undoubtedly heating up. As economies pivot towards
‘capital light’ and scalable businesses, investments in R&D
and intellectual property rights have never commanded
a higher proportion of global GDP than today. At the
micro level, companies are dedicating far more resources
to technology and Intellectual property spend which
have greater scalability and network impacts than more
conventional industrial age spending. In the U.S., I.T.,
software, R&D and other forms of intellectual capital now
accounts for 50% of non-residential private investments,
ballooning from 25% in the 1970s. Software, R&D and
intellectual property rights now account for
~35% of investments made by U.S. businesses, exceeding
US$1 trillion in absolute terms.16

In contrast, China is allocating 2.1% of its GDP to R&D but
its intangible investments is estimated to have topped
US$1 trillion, making the country the world’s second largest
R&D spender after the U.S.17 More importantly, there is
some evidence that China is closing the innovation gap - it
now commands a 7% market share of all global patents,
ranking fourth only behind Japan (31%), the U.S. (25%)
and Germany (8%).18 However, China remains a marginal
player on the global stage as a royalty earner relative to
its peers. We attribute this disconnect on R&D spend and
lack of monetization of intellectual property to what is
still a subsidy driven and state-directed system of capital
allocation.
Much of the intellectual breakthrough in the U.S. was the
fruit of Federal Government funded R&D during the Cold
War and the space race. Since then, private enterprises
like Apple and Microsoft have thrived on these assets and
have become the engines for future innovation. The public
sector’s share of basic research peaked at 72% in 1967,
versus 42% today.19

The next wave
Chinese growth has been driven by entrepreneurs as well
as state-backed funds. As of late 2018, the Chinese stateowned funds have amassed US$1.8 trillion of state money
and have invested a considerable portion into early-stage
startups.20 Beyond the internet industry, we see change in
sectors ranging from biotechnology to autonomous driving
to quantum satellites. Of the many emerging technologies
China is helping to advance, though, artificial intelligence is
perhaps the most significant.

Exhibit 15: Total number of unicorns born by
country
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Exhibit 16: China is threatening America’s unicorn dominance
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China was unquestionably late to embrace Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.) technologies, but it was quick to emerge
as one of the leading players in the field. With the goal of
becoming the global A.I. leader by 2030, China’s central
government has set forth an ambitious five-year agenda
to create a US$148 bn A.I. industry.21 While China has some
catching up to do versus the U.S., it should benefit from the
unparalleled volume of data that is being collected and
analyzed by the likes of BAT – all of whom are hard at work
cultivating the learning algorithms from this data to build a

Exhibit 17: All start-ups by country as of June 17
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wide range of functional A.I. applications.
More specifically, China is spearheading the next round
of facial recognition technology. While their Silicon
Valley counterparts are facing a backlash over the
use of the technology, the Chinese government has
embraced facial recognition by embedding A.I. and facial
recognition software with its 170+ million security cameras.
Investments in the A.I. sector surged to US$2.1 bn through
88 deals last year.22

Exhibit 18: U.S. vs. China: Number of All start-ups
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Key challenges to china’s digital growth
CPC‘s invisible hand
The tech sector’s success is a double-edged sword for
Beijing. On the one hand, its companies’ continued
competitiveness is crucial to the country’s economic
growth. On the other, the stronger the firms become, the
greater their threat to the Communist Party’s grip on
society may be.
Like most sectors, the success or failure in China’s internet
landscape is on account of government policy. In 2017,
regulators clamped down on internet financing and P2P
lending and wiped billions off the market capitalization of
public companies within the space. Separately, contentdriven internet companies are also closely monitored
and must comply with government restrictions. From a
policy perspective, censorship is inevitable but ironically
outsourced to the internet firms. Within China, compliance
is strictly enforced across all spectrum of the web be it
Tencent’s Wechat or Weibo, China’s version of Twitter. It
is estimated that the number of ‘content controllers’ in
China’s internet industry is more than 2 million large.23

Conclusion
While the Chinese digital economy has not yet been
impacted significantly by the trade war between China and
the U.S., it has rattled many associated industries such as
the semiconductor industry, particularly in relation to the
integrated chip design process. Semiconductors and chips
are critical to any technological advancements as they sit
in almost all electronic devices ranging from smartphones
to MRI machines. The semiconductor industry remains one
of the few manufacturing-driven sectors where the U.S.
maintains a comfortable global leadership, at least for now.
Along the same lines that Washington considers Chinese
vendors in its telecoms network as a national security
threat, Beijing also believes that a reliance on Western
chips is a sword hanging over the head of its burgeoning
digital economy. In response, Beijing has urged to reduce
foreign dependence by promoting their own national
champions in semiconductor technology. With only 16% of
the semiconductors used in China produced domestically,
China now spends more on computer chip imports than
they do on crude oil.24 While the technological gap is

narrowing, Chinese firms still lag behind global firms in
terms of both chip design and production.
Other efforts by the U.S. to stymie the development of
China’s home grown technologies are likely to continue.
Over the coming years this is likely to involve banning
technology transfers to Chinese technology companies
outright, trying to disrupt previous leaders such as Huawei
on national security grounds. It may even extend to trying
to reduce capital allocation into the Chinese sector (for
instance via public markets through pressure on pension
funds and index compliers in the West that are likely to
drive passive and active funds into the Chinese equity
market). These are all clear and present risks for China
and its technology sector. They are also recognised by the
Chinese government and are likely to further incentivise
them to redouble their own R&D efforts to wean China off
foreign technologies. That state led effort may result in
significant misallocation of resources from a returns on
invested capital perspective (something public market
investors must be wary of). But such considerations are
unlikely to be front of mind for China, which sees this as
much of a national security issue as the U.S. does.
Domestically, the growth of China’s self-sufficient digital
economy will continue to ride on the success of internet
giants BAT. That group of companies has been the primary
engine in accelerating the development of big data, cloud
computing and artificial intelligence amongst other things.
Visiting China today is akin to European travellers to
America a century ago —witnessing a country where the
velocity of energy and new ideas is almost overwhelming.
Much of the credit goes to President Xi Jinping who has
grown China’s domestic and global ambitions by leaps and
bounds since he took office. As China continues to upgrade
from basic manufacturing to more lucrative industries,
Beijing will continue to play a key role in spearheading
investments in robotics, 5G technology, health research,
and more. The combination of supportive policies, key
enablers in BAT as well as an ecosystem of innovative
companies make for a solid long-term investment case in
China’s booming digital economy.
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Appendix
China internet has more scope to grow
China’s internet penetration rates are still far behind other
developed countries. The penetration rate is currently 87%
and 95% for the U.S.. and Canada, respectively. China’s
internet penetration is only at 59% and still increasing

steadily.25, 26 Most of this is coming from user growth of
~5.5% annually. If China’s internet penetration is to match
U.S. levels, there is roughly 50% upside, without any
population growth. To put that in perspective, the number
of potential new users is larger than the U.S. population.

Number of internet users in China (millions)

Exhibit 19: Chinese internet users are almost entirely mobile

Source: Statista, CNNIC. Data as at August, 2018.
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Key internet subsector benchmarking comparison China vs. U.S.
Exhibit 20: Revenue growth (%)
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Exhibit 21: Return on investment (ROI) (%)
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Exhibit 22:
Key operating matrix
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